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 and use of 

minimum accessories create an impression 

spaces. 

Multicolor fabrics or white, ice green and or-

ange glass screens - individualize workplac-

es. Variety of colors and a design according 

to any individual request are available.

Flexible combination of furniture creates a 

 

 to any change of an 

organization or an employee’s needs.

The desking combination and layout creates 

where 

. 

. Various types 

of workplace combination are available: for 

those who actively cooperate or work to-

gether as a team, for smaller groups making 

project-related work as well as for those who 

work individually.
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. Workplace is designed to meet needs and all type of activities.  

. Flexible arrangement of workplaces in your space.  

Private and common space combinations are available.
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Pull out  the cabinet – it is comfortable 
for your colleague to sit down on the 
cushion.
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Simply integrated workplace for teamwork.
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For dreams that come true. For a leader who can see things within reach 
and beyond.

Managers
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Meetings
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Adjustable height boardroom table for high- 
spirited meetings.

Meetings
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1 Perspex glass screen

2 Modesty panel 

3 Perspex glass panel

4 Screen covered with fabric

5-6 Power socket block 

7 Plastic cable spine

9 CPU holder
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Accessories

H= 730 - 1160 mmH= 720 mm

M1

R

E R01

G46

G40

N

GK

M R02

G47

G41

P

V R03

G48

G42

T

G49

G43

G53

G44

L1

G54

G45

Real wood veneer

Metal Perspex glass

Fabrics, 100% wolle

Fabrics, 100% polyester

Melamine

GE2 GE3GE1
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own needs. UNIversal storage system is suitable for all desking systems.

We offer the various modules of bookcases and cabinets in four different 

heights and  widths   with the depth being 425mm. The system enables you 

to choose from sliding-, tambour-, hinged- or clear glass-doors. File drawers 

without.

600, 800, 1000 and 1200 mm wide cabinets allow to utilize the space in your 

in Uni storage system are in E-1 approved 18mm particleboard, shelves  

covered with melamine.

Storages

P- depth mm
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